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NATURAL NOTES

MNEMONIC:  Cellos  Evoke  Great  Beauty  During  Friday  Afternoon  Concerts MNEMONIC:  Drums  From  Africa  Create  Even  Grander  Beats

Adagio At ease, slow. Con moto With motion, quickly.

Agitato Agitated, in an agitated manner. Grave Slow and solemn.

Alla breve Played fast as if four beats where two. Largo Broad, slow.

Allegretto Moderately lively, moderately quick. Lento Slow.

Allegro Merry, quick, lively. Maestoso Majestic, dignified.

Andante Moving along, gently flowing. Moderato Moderate, restrained.

Andantino A little quicker than Andante. Prestissimo Very fast.

Animato Animated, cheerful. Presto Fast.

Appassionato Passionately. Tempo comodo Leisurely tempo.

Con bravura With bravura, with daring courage. Tempo giusto Strict or suitable tempo, not too quick.

Con brio With vigour, with spirit. Tempo semplice Simple tempo, not quick or slow.

Con fuoco With fire, with force & speed. Vivace Vivacious, fast and lively.

96 quarter note beats per minute. 82 half note beats per minute.

94 to 100 eighth note beats per minute
Approx. 72 dotted quarter note beats 
per minute

Pianississimo Very, very quiet. Crescendo Gradually getting louder. subito, sub. Suddenly.

Pianissimo Very quiet. Diminuendo Gradually getting quieter. possibile As “__” as possible.

Piano Quiet. Forzando Forced, accented. poco A little…

Mezzo piano Moderately quiet. Sforzando Reinforced, strongly accented. molto Very…

Mezzo forte Moderately strong/loud. Rinforzando Reinforced, stressed. più More…

Forte Strong, loud. Forte-piano Loud then immediately quiet. meno Less…

Fortissimo Very strong/loud. poco a poco Little by little…

Fortississimo Very very strong/loud.

Accent Accented, emphasised.

Tenuto Hold for full length, often implies a slight stress.

Staccato Short and detached.

Staccato tenuto Held but detached.

Legato Notes joined smoothly together.

Portato / Mezzo staccato Moderately short & detached. Semi staccato.

Staccatissimo Very short and detached.

Marcato Marked, emphasised. Stronger than an accent.

Stress Stressed, slight emphasis.

Unstress De-emphasised, softer than surrounding notes.

EXPRESSIVE MARKS

cantabile Singing, lyrical.

deciso Decisively, firmly.

delicato Delicately.

dolce Sweet, gently.

dolente Sorrowful.

espressivo Expressively.

facilimente Easily, without effort.

impetuoso Impetuous, forcefully.

leggiero Lightly.

pesante Heavily.

placidamente Placidly, clam.

religioso With devotion.

risoluto Resolutely.

scherzando Playful, joking.

semplice Simply.

serioso Serious.

tranquillo Tranquil.

ad libitum At the performers discretion.

quasi As if…

rubato Robbed time, not in strict time.

sempre Always…

senza Without…

simile, sim. Continue in a similar manner.

Octave, 8ve Distance between any note and the next 
note with the same letter name.

15ve Two octaves.

Natural	  Played at the normal pitch.

Flat Lowered by a half step. Sharp Raised by a half step.

Double flat Lowered by two half steps. Double sharp Raised by two half steps.

D.C. “Da capo” Back to the beginning.

Fine End of the music.

D.C. al Fine “Da capo al fine” Back to the beginning then play to the end.

D.C. al Coda “Da capo al coda” Back to the beginning then play to the coda.

Skip to the coda section.

Coda section. Ending section of a piece of music.

D.S. “Dal segno” Back to the “segno” (sign).

“Segno”, sign.

D.S. al Fine “Dal segno al fine” Back to the “segno” (sign) then play to the end.

D.S. al Coda “Dal segno al coda” Back to the “segno” (sign) then play to coda.

Sustain pedal Right pedal. Lifts dampers off the strings to allow sound to continue without needing to hold the 
key(s) down.

Pedal change Releasing and immediately re-engaging the pedal.

Sostenuto pedal Middle pedal (on some pianos). Allows specific notes to be sustained.

Una corda “One string”, left pedal. In a grand piano; shifts the keyboard across so that the hammers only hit one 
string. In an upright piano; moves the hammers closer to the strings to produce a softer sound.

Tre corde Release the una corda pedal.

Fingering Which finger a note is played with.

Finger substitution Exchanging one finger for another without releasing the key.

Alternate fingering May be played with either finger.Ossia An alternative passage in a piece of music. Performer may 
play either version.

Treble clef Marks the G above middle C. Usually in the top staff and played by the right hand. Bass clef Marks the F below middle C. Usually in the bottom staff and played by the left hand.

Grand staff Two staves, usually treble and bass, connected by a “brace” ( { ). Typically used for instruments that allow each hand to play seperate parts such as piano, organ, and harp.

LINES SPACES

TEMPO CHANGES

accelerando, accel. Accelerating, gradually getting faster. Ritenuto, Riten. Held back, immediately slower.

calando Lowering, getting slower and softer. Stretto Drawn together, quicker tempo.

morendo Dying, fade away gradually. a tempo Back to the previous tempo.

rallentando, rall. Slowing down gradually. L'istesso tempo Same tempo.

ritardando, rit. Holding back, gradually slowing down. Tempo I, Tempo primo First tempo.

smorzando, smorz. Extinguishing, gradually dying away. Tempo II, Temo secondo Second tempo.

stringendo, string. Squeezing, getting faster. molto Very…

Doppio movimento Double motion, double the preceding tempo. poco A little…

Meno mosso Less movement, slower. non troppo, non tanto Not too much.

Più mosso More movement, quicker.
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* Played by sliding finger(nail) across keys.

VOICES

Tie Joins two or more notes together to make one longer note.

Voice Independent part (melody, etc.) in the music. Notes with stems 

pointing up belong to one “voice”, notes with stems pointing 

down belong to a seperate, independent “voice”.

Pause Hold note for longer than written value.

Fanned Beam Smooth transition from one note value to another.

HANDS

Sopra Above. One hand plays 
over the top of the other.

Sotto Below. One hand plays 
underneath the other.

m.d. “Mano destra”, play with 
the right hand.

m.s. “Mano sinistra”, play with 
the left hand.

ORNAMENTS WITH ACCIDENTALS

Upper note played flat. Lower note played sharp.


